Navy Research
Grants Awards
For Projects

Two research contracts have been awarded to the Psychology Department by the Office of Naval Research for this academic year. One of these is for a joint research project of three members of the department, in which Dr. M. H. Applegren, Dr. Dee A. Applegren, and Dr. George Moen will study the concept of psychological stress in a unified theoretical framework. With in such a framework, predictions can be made relative to the expectations that behavior would be disrupted in the presence of a stressor agent, and the degree to which such disruption would occur.

Motivated Measures
The Navy has participated in the experimental phase of this research program which was made possible by two motivated measures designed to yield what may be called a "motivational profit." Depending on the degree to which the individual receives a multiple motivational measure that can be developed, the further aspects would involve the use of such a measure in predicting performance in various situations.

National Exposure
The second project, under the direction of Dr. S. E. Rous, is concerned with the effect of lenses in the Taubes' system. The effects of this are that they want to find out what is necessary under various lighted conditions, and what should be done to protect eyes in the artful regions. In subarabic and other human species.

This work is being carried out with the assistance of members of the Department of Psychology and Chemistry.

See "Navy Research"—Page 5

Christianson Heads
Studies in Cancer Research Methods

One of the scientific projects which took place at Connecticut College this summer was the Cancer Research program headed by Mr. Christianson. Supported by a grant from the Cancer Research Fund, the work was carried on by Mr. Christianson and his assistants. They made a detailed study of the chemical growth in tissue cultures.

The method of isolating these tissues was first carried out by Dr. E. Shaffer in Argentina, and the cultures were re-moved from them and sterilized. The studies of the cancerous tissues were subject to certain bio-chemical changes in their growth which were measured. In some cases these changes were measured, and the results acting on the growing tissues were recorded.

Joan Abbott, a Zoology major at Connecticut College, will be spending the summer as Mr. Christianson's full time research assistant. Joan is writing an individual study on the determination of cell division.

Another actress' major, Sally Thompson, is working on a phase of this important activity. She is preparing a paper on the localization of certain enzymes within the cells. These studies are extremely vital and worthwhile. Special area is being devoted to the development in the Cancer Research Building which is being erected on campus.

Science Foundation
Gives Fellowships
For Graduate Work

National Science Foundation announces that it plans to award annual fellowships to graduate students in several disciplines.

Students must be in the first year, intermediate or terminal year levels of graduate study. College seniors majoring in the fields of biology, chemistry, English, and philosophy will be eligible for such fellowships.

The selection of students will be based on scores of scientific aptitude and accomplishment and recommendations regarding research. Recommendations for evaluation of each candidate's qualifications will be made by members of the National Academy of Sciences. They are offered in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological and engineering sciences, including physical anthropology, clinical psychology, physical geography and interdisciplinary fields.

Requirements for Awards

Students studying for either master's or doctoral degrees are eligible for graduate fellowships. College seniors majoring in the sciences and who expect to complete their undergraduate work during the 1953-1954 academic year are encouraged to apply for the awards.

The selection of the recipients of fellowships is based on scores of scientific aptitude and accomplishments and recommendation regarding research. The National Academy of Sciences in each field will decide on the basis of each candidate's qualifications.

An outstanding science student will be eligible for a $1000 fellowship. College seniors majoring in the sciences and who expect to complete their undergraduate work during the 1953-1954 academic year are encouraged to apply for the awards.

The selection of the recipients of fellowships is based on scores of scientific aptitude and accomplishments and recommendations regarding research. The National Academy of Sciences in each field will decide on the basis of each candidate's qualifications.

An outstanding science student will be eligible for a $1000 fellowship.

Rehearsals of
Tragedy Medea
Get Underway

Rehearsals for the production of Seneca's Medea, which will be presented on Wednesday evening in the Barnard Auditorium, have been going on during the past week.

The play, which is a workshop project, is a Roman adaptation of Euripides' Greek Medea. All members of the stage crew will be given class credit for work which is the performance with a class instructor, as cast members have accepted their roles as parts of extra-curricular activities. The cast includes Medon, Ann D'Arty; Jason, John Pappal; Creon, Claire Leigh; Ephialtes, Kenneth Voss; Phoneas, Paul Starmer; Messenger, Jane Mitchell; and Nurse, Townsend Hall. Medea's stage crew are: Stage Manager, Don McNea; Lights, Silver Avedisian; Props, Paul Starmer; costumes, Jane Mix, and scenery, Mary Suchanek. The play will be a 20th century version of Medea by Robinson Jeffers. There will be no charge for admittance.

Dormitories To Vie
For Fund's Prizes
Silver Cup, Schmop

Dormitories will vie for Fund's prizes which will be given to dormitories which have accumulated the most money for the Fund drive. The drive will continue through the following Tuesday evening, during which time the Fund on campus will be approached for contributions.

Within this week, every dormitory will hold some type of entertainment for its own members in order to raise funds for the drive. Following the drive, the dormitories will present a program on December 4 to prepare the dorm to the best bid for their house project. To the dorm with the cleverest entertainment of the evening, the Fund will present the Dormitory Silver Cup.

Community Fund Background

In 1946, the first Connecticut College Community Fund was organized by a group of student friends who solicited their friends to contribute.

Students are reminded of the necessity of contributing to the Amalgamation Meeting which will be held at 7 p.m. on Monday, November 3. This is the first meeting of the student Community Fund and students are urged to listen to their song to their sister-class.

Amalgamation Meeting

The Community Fund Drive is not affiliated with the college. It has been organized to prevent any confusion with the town Community Chest Drive. The college drive is NOT affiliated with the town drive.

Amalgamation Meeting will be held at 7 p.m. on November 3. This is the first meeting of the student Community Fund and students are urged to be present to their song to their sister-class.
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Schomp Fund
Responsibility to Be Assumed By Campus During Fund Drive

Each student on campus is aware of the purpose of drives, whether of national or local significance. We first began to name them, way back in 1931, and they have proved extremely successful in raising financial support. Throughout the years, the doorbell would ring and, on answering it, one would find different public-spirited members of the community soliciting for funds for worthy projects. Most of us delegated the responsibility for contributing to these appeals to our parents. As we became older, and as we began to have money of our own, we would drop dimes and nickels into boxes which were left in stores and passed out by students.

Then college days arrived. We left the protection of our parental homes and assumed responsibility as members of a community that we were supposed to protect. At first, our new feeling of responsibility for our own actions felt new. As we began to enjoy the freedom of thought and action, we found that we did not miss the old controls. Responsibilities which had hitherto been relegated to others, we now began to exercise. We found the new responsibility a far more creative influence than the old. It is therefore necessary that our decisions not be unduly influenced by the decisions of the people around us.

The practices which are to be kept confidential and are from September to June, except during mid-years are to be kept confidential. It is necessary that on our decisions rested the success or failure of the Friday, Oct. 30, secondly, an almost Fauvist point of art, and a professor of the Monday, Nov. -11, to us in movies.

Responsibilities which had hitherto been relegated to Thursday, Oct. 29, pret, in pencil and oil, the realist in the sky, author, in 1911 of the first European tours. These two girls designed in and not upon the time she executed during the past thirty German nationals. Oscar Kokoschka, a sensitive artist's desire to interpret his works, was an Austrian. Wassily Kandinsky, an Imaginative tale with a young feeling of responsibility for our own actions felt new. As
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Trustee Views Growth of Antagonism Toward England by American Colonies

by Gail Anderson

Mr. Bernard Kissling, for the trustees of the Connecticut College, delivered the Innocence Memorial Lecture on October 27 in Palmer Auditorium on the Connecticut Growth of the American Revolution from 1759 to 1772.

In the words of John Adams, Mr. Kissling explained: "The revolution is the minds and hearts of the people." The Stamp Act, the first of such measures with the 1761 Writs of Assistance which guaranteed the right of British customs officers to break into and search private buildings even in their building industry, which mysteriously disappeared from celeb Gray's Grade in 1876, was no longer forbidden to enter the house of a merchant. The clergy were able to get more than the two cent allowance per pound for taxes on trade when the British imposed duties on the colonies. The court suits of the clergy to prove the Act prove that it was never violated. But the American people, who had the right of British officers to search them, were less affected. The American people, who had the right of British officers to search them, were less affected.

In the beginning of the twentieth century, with its collapse of stability, there was a change. Ideas and Rhythm. The film is not alien to Holly- wood comedy, which is a trend that has been noted also in the Russian stage and screen.

Special Release on AmericanGuerrierne Is No Bull Story

The following article was sent to News from the American Guernsey, a new release from The American Guernsey, New York and Men. The beginning of the twentieth century, with its collapse of stability, there was a change. Ideas and Rhythm. The film is not alien to Holly- wood comedy, which is a trend that has been noted also in the Russian stage and screen.

Swimming Classes Held at CGA: Rescue Too

Beginning Monday night, October 26, swimming classes, sponsored by the Coast Guard Auxiliary, are being offered at the Coast Guard Auxiliary, 225 State St. In addition to a life saving class taught by Kezia Lewin, there will be synchronized swimming class, as well as recreational swimming classes, for about five months, the requirements being 22 hours of work. A highlight of the swimming classes is the petition meet to be held soon after Christmas.

The Savings Bank of New London

New London, Con.

A Mutual Savings Bank—Organized in 1827

A Good Place to Deposit Your Savings

TheSavings Bank of New London

New London, Conn.
Kim Reynolds from Sharon, Connecticut, treasurer of the junior class of '53-'54, comes from New-Hampshire, a town that has many organizations. It was known for her athletic abilities and particularly enjoys hockey and badminton.

Bunny Curtis, Knowlton's president, is the Connecticut College Choir President. She's active in many organizations also. Bunny holds the position of Vice-President of Student Council, President of the Current Events Club, and Captain of the basketball team. Debbie is considering being a French major, but now is much more interested in the adventure of being a student of the Snack Bar, and with a shy smile. rain. At high school Jay- was known for her athletic abilities and particularly enjoys hockey and badminton.

There she was active in many organizations. Bunny feels that her probable major will be Psychology. Further Interest's匆 Bunny's include mountain climbing, art and classical music.

Debbie Woodard

Vinal House has Debbie Woodard for its leader. Debbie, who has dual citizenship, having been born in Canada, comes now from Mr. Holyoke, Mass. She graduated from Westminster School for Girls where she held the position of Vice-President of Student Council, President of the Current Events Club, and Captain of the basketball team. Debbie is considering being a French major, but now is much more interested in the adventure of being a student of the Snack Bar, and with a shy smile. rain. At high school Jay- was known for her athletic abilities and particularly enjoys hockey and badminton.

There she was active in many organizations. Bunny feels that her probable major will be Psychology. Further Interest's匆 Bunny's include mountain climbing, art and classical music.
Preview Center to View Five Films; Monthly Subjects

This year a Connecticut Libr ary Preview Center Project is being formed locally which will give leaders and representatives of organizations the opportunity to view each month five of the best films available on a designated subject.

The first preview will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the New London High School on October 26 in the Nathan Hale Building of the library. The subjects will be Biogr aphy, History, Travel. Following previews will be held on the second Thursday of each month. On November 12 the subject of the preview will be International Relations. Other subjects to be shown include Children's Films, Economic Education, Marriage, and the Family. The Preview Center will have information available on the films shown, film company addresses, and whether the material is in a free, rental, or sales category. Any films previewed may be obtained through a Film Exchange Service. The main objective of these previews is to gain wider recognition of the value of educational and informative 16 mm. films in community and school programs.

Any school clubs or organizations interested in these previews should contact Helen A. Farkas.

How the stars got started

Mickey Mantle says:
"My Dad played semi-pro ball and wanted me to play ball, too. He put a glove on my hand when I was just a kid. I loved baseball from the start—and I worked hard at it to be good. So far it looks like it paid off."

I STARTED SMOKING CAMELS WHEN I JOINED THE YANKEES BECAUSE SO MANY OF MY TEAMMATES SMOKED THEM, THAT WAS A SMART DECISION. CAMELs ARE MILD AND SWELL TASTING!

Start smoking Camels yourself!

Smoke only Camels for 30 days and find out why Camels are America's most popular cigarette. See how mild and flavorful a cigarette can be!
Helpers Needed at Learned House Meal

Members of the Home Economics and Child Development Club, who sponsor Friday night suppers for the children in Learned House in downtown New London, urge any girl who is interested in helping these children to sign up on the bulletin board in New London Hall, first floor. Three girls go to Learned House each Friday to prepare a simple supper for the children there.

This was one of the club's activities mentioned at the first meeting on October 21. The meeting was an after-dinner coffee held in Faculty Lounge, to which all members, new girls interested in home economics, and faculty came. Plans for the November meeting centered around candy and favor making for the children at Seaside Sanatorium.

Community Fund

(Continued from Page One)

Students to attend Connecticut as special students. In addition to this organization, descriptions were given about the Allied Children's Fund, the World Student Service Fund, the American National Red Cross, the Cancer Fund, the Heart Fund, the Scarcity Fund, and the Multiple Sclerosis Fund.

The average student is qualified with some of the above drives, for they are national in their scope. Others of these are concerned mainly with students, both here and abroad. These organizations depend a great deal for contributions from colleges that understand their need, for they do not conduct nationwide drives.

Students Suggestions Welcome: Students are requested to send any suggestions to the Community Fund committee concerning other organizations to which they think contributions should be made. If the drive goes over the goal, more agencies may be included in the list toward which contributions are made.

Foundation

(Continued from Page One)

Membership is for one year and can be arranged to begin at any time after June 1, 1954, but normally it must be not later than the beginning of the 1954-1955 academic year at the institution of the Fellow's choice.

In order to be considered for the 1954-1955 academic year, graduate applications must be received in the Fellowship Office of the National Research Council by January 4, 1953.

Detailed information and application forms may be secured from the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D.C.

Knollenberg

President of Dance Group, urges all interested to come to one of two sessions. She also requests that those trying out wear name tags.

GARDE

Wed. thru Sat. Oct. 25 - 31, SO BBG
with Jane Wyman and Sterling Hayden plus China Western
Sun. thru Tues. Nov. 1 - 5 Tony Curtis in All American plus Golden Blade with Rock Hudson

COlLEGE DlNER

FINE FOODS
CHOICE LIQUORS
Tel. 2-4516
426 Williams St.

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR —

CHESTERFIELD

IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES...

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more than 800 college co-ops and campus stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight year Chesterfield is the college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF LOW NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUALITY

The country's six leading brands were analyzed—chemically—and Chesterfield was found low in nicotine—highest in quality.

This scene reproduced from Chesterfield's famous "center spread" in monthly issues of the nation's biggest and best college football program magazines from coast to coast.